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This pack builds upon an introductory-level workshop and previous introductory guides on Twitter
(http://twitter.com) and WordPress (http://www.wordpress.com). Logos and trademarks belong to
their respective owners.

The instructions and screenshots are correct as of February 2014. As with all free-to-use web
services, user interfaces and processes may change over time.

© 2014 Department of Social Policy and Social Work, University of York. All rights reserved.
Cover image used under Creative Commons BY-NC licence: http://flickr.com/elston/41311696
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Next steps with Twitter
About this section
This guide builds upon the Introducing Twitter guide and assumes that you have set up your Twitter
account and are familiar with finding people on Twitter, following them and searching based on
hashtags. Next Steps With Twitter aims to help you establish your online identity and encourage you
to become an active participant on Twitter, rather than using it just to keep up to date on the latest
trends.

Your Twitter persona and approach to Twitter
Unlike other social networks, Twitter allows individuals to have multiple Twitter accounts for
different purposes. This is best seen within an organisational context, for example the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation has individual Twitter accounts for different research groups and
organisational teams. Multiple accounts in these situations are useful as they target a specific
audience need and also create a focused stream of news on a specific topic. However, for individuals,
an established ‘professional’ or ‘academic’ profile can help you connect in a focused way with other
colleagues and in your field.
To help you formulate this persona and approach to the use of Twitter we can consider the content
of Tweets (Academic vs Personal) and the types of actions on Twitter (Broadcast vs Interacting)
(Figure 1).
Academic

Promotion

Networking

Broadcast

Interacting

Whining

Social

Personal
Figure 1. Matrix to aid development of a Twitter persona
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Academic vs personal
The content you post on Twitter is likely to be of an academic nature. You will be posting links to
your own research work, comment on other’s work, comment on topical news items, promote
events and share other resources you have found. As such, by keeping your posts ‘academic’, you
appeal to an ‘academic’ audience.
However, as an individual you have a personality, personal opinions and attitudes that you will also
want to convey to add meaning to the resources you share. A Twitter account that is wholly
academic in nature is not engaging to other users, but at the same time, an account that more
frequently describes your public transport movements is going to alienate and disinterest those
attempting to find out about the latest research in your field.
As such, a balance must be struck, and often this balance can be achieved by considering how much
you interact with other users on Twitter.

Broadcast vs interacting
There is a temptation just to use Twitter as a one-way broadcasting tool, for example just posting out
updates to the world without any sense of audience or specificity. However, by including elements of
interaction you can target specific audiences and possibly reach wider audiences beyond your own
network.
Interactions such as hashtags, mentions with other users’ @username and replying to others’ Tweets
draws attention to your profile, your interests and your Tweets. If those individuals find your profile
worthwhile, you may gain additional followers, or better receive a re-tweet or favourite stamp on
your posts.
Re-tweets are often more powerful than a standard post, as it shows a personal endorsement. For
example, if you were to tweet about a piece of research you have done and then it is retweeted by
one of your followers (Person A), the followers of Person A would see your Tweet and recognise that
Person A has read and noted your research is worthy of sharing further.
Similarly, replying to other Twitter users or referencing them with their @username in your posts
shows that person that you are interested in their work, their ideas or want to provide feedback to
them. Here, you are demonstrating you value their contribution to Twitter and as a result, they may
be more likely to find your Tweets interesting and follow you.
These interactions are not necessarily personal, they are often very transient, but they help to form a
loosely connected network of like-minded people.

Twitter profile
Your Tweets alone are not enough to convey your Twitter persona and it is essential that you have a
good Twitter mini-biography and an image that represents you. Your Twitter bio should contain three
things:
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Your role (e.g. PhD student, researcher) and institution; or if not tweeting academically,
three words that sum you up.




Your interests. Prioritise academic interests, but include one or two personal.
Disclaimer: important if you have identified an affiliation with an institution. You should
include ‘Views my own’. This makes it explicit that something you post or re-tweet does not
represent the views of the organisation or institution you work for.

Your mini-biography and photo is the only piece of information that potential followers have to base
their judgement on your credibility. Including your blog or website address is also going to help
establish your credibility where your site includes a page about you, your experience and expertise.
Finally, including your location will help those searching for you by name and institution (for example
people you meet at seminars or conferences).

Task A: Establishing your profile
In this task you will write your Twitter bio and complete your profile.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Log into Twitter if you have not already done so.
Click the cog icon at the top right.
Under your name, click the Edit profile menu item.
Half-way down the page, complete the Bio field with your mini-biography.
Add your Location.
Add your blog/website address in the Website field. Remember to start with http://
Using the options at the top of the page, upload a good photo of you and if you want to
add a little more personality, add a header image (ensure you do not breach copyright).
8. Click the Save changes button at the bottom of the page.

Jumping on bandwagons
One approach to quickly get your name out there is to latch onto a trending topic. If you have
expertise in a particular field, then don’t be shy about sharing it. Be aware however, that you could
be quoted, re-tweeted or otherwise remembered for all time with the things you say on Twitter.
Therefore, think twice before slamming the latest government policy from a personal perspective.
You never know when that government department may be offering a research contract.
The tone of your posts should not however be cold and detached. It is ok to say ‘I think’, but even
better to say ‘I think/disagree/would like to add… because of this evidence/my research… and here’s
my link’.
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Task B: Contributing to a discussion
In this task you will find a topical discussion with a hashtag and contribute a Tweet.
1. Log into Twitter if you have not already done so.
2. Conduct a search on Twitter on a topic you have expertise in, or have research which
you can share, or have a resource you have found recently that was interesting.
Consider searching synonyms and hashtags.
3. Identify a hashtag that is relevant to the topic of interest.
4. Post a Tweet, including that hashtag and a link to your evidence/resource. Remember
you can use http://bit.ly to shorten web addresses and track their reach.

Engaging with individuals
Including hashtags in your Tweets links them to others on similar topics,
however you can go one step further and be more direct in your Twitter
activities. By including @username of a person or organisation at the start
of your Tweet, you are directing your Tweet towards them and drawing
their attention to what you have to say. For example, when promoting
your work:




@ResearchFunder ‘short headine’ latest findings from research project on XYZ http://my.link
@Charity did you know that we found this result in our latest research http://my.link
@AnotherAcademic we also found XYZ in our research, thought you’d be interested
http://my.link

You can also use @username to start discussions or respond to other people’s posts. For example, if
a blogger or organisation has posted a press release, you could post your reaction or questions:



@CharityPress I’d be interested to find out more, are there further documents available or a
lead contact?
@AnotherAcademic Nice blog post. I agree about XYZ. Did you consider ABC?

This may seem a little uncomfortable at first, as for the most part you will be directly addressing
strangers. However, you will start to get more out of Twitter by using it as a way to tap into new
ideas, research findings and research groups through interacting and teasing out finer detail. New
collaborations may emerge and you may discover more than what was presented on the surface.
The final warning though is similar to before. You are presenting yourself online in a public way, so
ensure that you treat others with the same courtesy that you would treat them face-to-face.
You can keep track of who mentions you and you sends public Tweets directly to you by going to the
@Connect button at the top of your profile page when logged into Twitter.
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Using ‘Following’ and ‘Lists’ to find new people to follow
Once you have identified an individual worth following, it is also worth looking at who they follow as
they may also share the same interests as you. Similarly, some users create lists of people discussing
specific topics. Again, you can use these as a basis for finding new people to follow.
To find a user’s Lists or Following page, click the links on the left side of their profile (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Lists page for a Twitter user

Task C: Creating your own list
In this task you will create a list of Twitter users based on a specific topic.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Log into Twitter if you have not already done so.
Go to your Twitter profile by clicking the Me link at the top of the page.
Click the link to Lists on the left.
Click the Create list button.
Enter the list details. Keep it ‘public’ to be of value to other users.
Click Save list. You’ll then be presented with an empty list.
Search for people to add to your list using the box provided at the top.
When you have found someone you wish to add to the list, click the cog icon on their
profile instead of the Follow button.
9. Choose from the menu ‘Add or remove from lists’.
10. Check the boxes for the list(s) you want to add the user to. Adding is immediate, there
is no need to click anything else than the checkbox.
11. Close the popup and continue your search.
To view the Tweets from users on your list, return to your profile via the Me link at the top of
the page, go to your lists and then click the list name.
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Next steps with Blogs
About this section
This section builds upon the Introduction to Blogs guide and assumes that you have created a
blog using Wordpress and have made a few posts. This section will look at how to draw statistics
from Wordpress to identify and improve the reach of your posts. We will then look at the role of
images. Finally, we will suggest how to protect your blog against spam.
This section only applies to blogs hosted on wordpress.com and other installations will require
either the inclusion of Google Analytics or a third-party plug-in for web statistics. The methods
will be the same, but the technical detail will differ.

Basic statistics
The Dashboard of your Wordpress blog will provide you with some basic statistics of website hits
and the top posts in the past week (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Stats dashboard widget

Note that the bars represent page views, not number of visitors. Hence, one visitor who views 20
pages will be represented the same as 20 visitors each visiting only one page. To get a better
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picture of how your site is being used you will need to view the detailed stats by clicking the View
All button. This will display a wider selection of usage stats for your blog (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Detailed stats page for a Wordpress blog
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Understanding impact
Popular pages
By looking at the breakdown of views by posts and pages, and tags and categories, you will get a
sense of the most popular topics you discuss on your blog. This is useful as it infers:




What people are interested in when they stumble across your blog
What people are identifying your blog as being authoritative on
What topics are of the most value to your blog readers

Similarly, interpreting page-based and tag-based statistics also identifies topics that you post
which are not drawing in readers.

Task A: Identifying frequently visited posts
This task will help you identify what pages on your blog are most regularly visited and which
pages may require additional promotion or re-working to improve their search engine rank.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to your blog's Dashboard.
From the Stats widget, click the View All button.
From the Top Posts & Pages box, click the Summaries link.
Click the Quarter link at the top of the page to provide more data to work from.
Make a note of the most popular pages, in particular identify those that you were not
expecting to be popular.
6. Make a note of the least popular pages, in particular those that you wish had higher
exposure.

Shares
Wordpress has some inbuilt functionality that looks at the way your posts may be shared using
the Wordpress social media sharing buttons. The figures here only represent how your post has
been shared via Wordpress, and do not count the shares that may exist elsewhere by people
manually linking to your posts on Twitter, Facebook and by Email.
To access the stats, click the Shares link in the Totals, Followers & Shares box. Then click the
number next to ‘Shares:’ to view a breakdown of posts and sharing medium.
For a better picture of how your posts are shared online, use bit.ly tracking on Twitter and
Facebook. You can also use a site like http://impactstory.org/ to create a personal profile. You
will need to manually add your blog posts using the ‘Products by URL’ import link. Add each post
URL separately. Impactstory uses data from delicious (a social bookmarking platform), video
views, academic citations and slideshare views to present your impact through these channels.
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Referrals and search terms
The final important set of data looks at the referrals, or links on other websites, that point to your
blog. By analysing where inbound links come from you can work out what sort of audiences you
are appealing to. You might not be able to get a full picture as some referral links will be from
search engines and others may be linked from password protected sites (for example VLEs).
By analysing the search terms, you get a sense of what things people are searching for and how
they lead to your blog posts. This can be useful to identify new keywords that need to appear
higher up in your blog posts (for example in titles).

Task B: Identifying referrals
This task will help you identify what other sites are linking to your site and hence what
audience you are appealing to.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to your blog's Dashboard.
From the Stats widget, click the View All button.
From the Referrers box, click the Summaries link.
Click the All time link at the top of the page to provide more data to work from.
Make a note of the different organisations or individuals linking to your site.

Task C: Identifying new keywords
This task will help you refine your use of keywords in your blog posts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to your blog's Dashboard.
From the Stats widget, click the View All button.
From the Search Engine Terms box, click the Summaries link.
Click the Quarter link at the top of the page to provide more data to work from.
Look at your most popular keywords, but also take a look at the ‘long tail’ of niche
keywords that you might also appeal to.

Drawing on your strengths
Using the usage statistics, you can hone your targeting and increase your readership.

Self-citing
If you have some particularly highly visited pages, use their popularity to
your advantage. If you have a related post that is not as popular, then
ensure you link to it high up in the post. For example, you could edit
your blog post and include a line at the top which embeds a link to the
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new post such as:
UPDATE: Results from [my more recent research in XYZ] show a different perspective.

Targeted promotion
If you have a post that has had a significant amount of interest, there
may be something in what you have written that is particularly useful.
Identify what this may be and then create a shortened headline
summary that you can use on Twitter. Target this revised headline hook
to specific people on Twitter who will share that interest and drive
further traffic to the site.

Connecting with referrers
If you have established that there is a site that is regularly sending
you traffic (beyond generic link directories and search engines),
then make a connection with them. The next time you write a post,
send a direct Tweet to them to let them know. Also, if they have a
blog, comment upon it and show engagement.

Addressing weaknesses
Writing style
If you have a post that you think should have grabbed more attention, more
often than not it will be down to the words you have used in the headings
and the opening sentence. Remember that unlike journal articles, in blog
posts you must show all your wares up front in order to hook the reader in.
The language you use must be more approachable and not swamped by illdefined technical jargon. Your headings must also be short and clear,
without the abstract metaphors that usually populate the first few words of
conference papers.

Visual impact
If you tend to write large chunks of text, make sure you distil your ideas down.
People scan when they read websites and they do not like to read long chunks of
text. Break up your post with visual metaphors where possible. You can use
Creative Commons image libraries, or even better, take your own photos or
create your own artwork for using on your blog to generate a common branding
and theme.

Targeted writing
Content is king. Ensure that you convey your expertise and do so by creating
a well-focused blog that addresses a particular audience. If what you write
has value, people may share it and cite it. However, if you write on disparate
subjects, it’s possible that you will not gain a regular following. Sometimes,
all it will take is a couple of well-written and well-thought-through posts to
12

establish your reputation. It is important then to take the time over your first few posts, before
undertaking more light-touch blog posting.

Including images
Wordpress makes it very easy to include images within your blog posts. Indeed, this is
encouraged as it will reduce the ‘wall of text’ feel to your site and make your blog posts more
pleasant to read. Aside from decoration, images can also contribute heavily to the understanding
of concepts, either through visual metaphor or by providing visualisations of data. This section
includes where to find images, where to create visualisations and how to upload into Wordpress.

Finding images
When using images on your blog you must abide by copyright law. You cannot use images you
find on image search engines unless they are clearly licensed for reuse. The absence of a ©
symbol does not grant you permission to use an image.
One of the free licenses available is Creative Commons. Images released under creative commons
licenses have certain caveats on their use, but the main one is that images must be attributed.
This is usually done by including the name of the photographer beneath the image (Photo: Their
Name). You can search for Creative Commons images through Google’s Advanced Image Search,
but you must visit the website hosting the image to ensure it is properly licensed. Alternatively,
you can use Flickr’s Creative Commons image search. In this case, click the ‘See more’ link next to
one of the license groups before conducting a search and then sort your results by ‘Interesting’ as
this will filter out a lot of the low-quality images.
Finally, some images are made publicly available without the need for attribution. One site that
supports this is MorgueFile and you may find Public Domain images on WikiMedia Commons.







http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://www.google.co.uk/advanced_image_search
http://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/
http://creativity103.com/
http://www.morguefile.com/
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

Creating infographics
Infographics are effective ways of converting complex data into bite-size, easily understood
chunks. The level of skill required is more to do with your ability to reduce the complexity of an
idea rather than the technical creation of an infographic. There are a number of free and paid-for
sites that exist, a small selection is below:




http://infogr.am/
http://visual.ly
http://www-958.ibm.com/software/analytics/manyeyes/

You can link direct to your infographic to take advantage of any interactive features, or you can
embed the infographic as a static images on your blog posts. You should only create static images
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of infographics you have personally created, else you will be infringing the copyright of the
original infographic author by duplicating it and republishing it.

Task D: Preparing infographics for upload
This task uses an example infographic to guide you through the steps of preparing it for
upload as a static image. You will take a screenshot, then crop the image and save it.
1. Go to https://infogr.am/trends-in-web-20-tool-use-by-students
2. Resize your browser window so that you see the whole infographic.
3. Press the Prt Scrn (Print Screen) button on your keyboard. If using a laptop,
depending on your model you may need to press the Fn key at the same time.
4. Open Microsoft Paint (Windows).
5. Click Paste. The screenshot will appear.
6. Click the Crop button.
7. Select an area around the infographic, leaving a tidy and equal border if appropriate,
by clicking and dragging the mouse.
8. Click the Crop button again.
9. From the menu bar (top left) select File > Save as > PNG.

Uploading images to Wordpress
You can upload images in advance using the Media Library.

Task E: Uploading the saved infographic
This task will go through the process of uploading an image.
1. Go to your blog's Dashboard.
2. From the Dashboard side menu, select Media > Add New.
3. Click the Select Files button and select and open the image saved in Task D. Once
uploaded, a thumbnail image will appear at the bottom of the page:

4. Click the Edit link next to the image you have uploaded.
5. Amend the Title at the top of the page if required.
6. Add a Caption to help explain the image. This will appear when the image is
embedded in a post.
7. Add an Alternative Text description. This is essential for accessibility and should be a
meaningful description that conveys in text form the information conveyed visually.
8. Click Update (on the right).
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Adding an image to a post
Images can be added to any post or page using the editor toolbar.

Task E: Adding an image to a post
This task will go through the process of adding an image to a new or existing post or page.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Either edit an existing post or create a new post.
Place the cursor in the post where you want the image to appear.
Click the Add Media button at the top of the text editor.
Select the Media Library tab.
Single click the image you wish to use.
Amend the text descriptions if required.
Set the Alignment to ‘Center’.
Set the Link To option to ‘None’, unless you want the image to link to a specific web
address using ‘Custom URL’, or if the image is large and has a lot of detail you can link
to the ‘Media File’.
9. Set the Size as appropriate.
10. Click Insert into post.
11. Complete your post and then click Publish.

Anti-spam
Wordpress.com has built-in anti-spam protection. This means that there is a lower (but not
completely zero) chance of spam appearing on your blog. Spam is the term given to unsolicited
and meaningless messages posted by advertisers and scammers. As such, the presence of spam
on a website will negatively affect its rankings in search engines.
You may decide that you do not wish for commenting to be enabled (you can do this on a postby-post basis using the Quick Edit option for entries within the Posts and Pages section of the
Dashboard side menu, or in the Discussion Settings page for all new posts). Alternatively, you
may want to vet the comments and only allow those that you approve to appear on your blog.

Task F: Checking your discussion settings
This task will draw your attention to the options around commenting.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to your blog's Dashboard.
From the Dashboard side menu, select Settings > Discussion.
Review each of the settings available.
Click Save Changes (bottom of page) when finished.
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